
RomHack 2018 Call For Papers

Cyber  Saiyan,  a  non-profit  organization  involved  in  the  promotion  of  the  Cyber  Security  and
Ethical Hacking culture, is glad to announce the opening of the Call For Papers to receive speech
proposals for the RomHack 2018 Event.

RomHack 2018 is a free Cyber Security Event, organized by Cyber Saiyan, that will take place in
Rome on the 22nd of September. 

The theme for the first edition is:
Attack & Defense Strategies in a teaming perspective focused on real scenarios

If you want to propose a speech, send us your candidacy filling up the following document. We
suggest you to be as accurate as you can, to ease the evaluation of your proposal by the Technical
Committee.

You can reply to the Call For Papers until the 15th of June, 2018. 
The results will be provided after the 15h of July, 2018.

The first section of this document will cover the proposed speech details - you can fill in all the
useful information to help the Technical Committee to better evaluate the proposed speech - while
the second is dedicated to the speakers personal information.

Any speech must be in topic with the RomHack event theme. The duration of the speech will be
about 50 minutes

Save the pdf document and send it to cfp@romhack.io

[ Fields marked with * are mandatory ]

https://www.cybersaiyan.it/
mailto:cfp@romhack.io?subject=RomHack%202018%20-%20Call%20for%20Papers%20proposal
https://www.romhack.io/index_en.html


> Speech details

Title (*)
The speech title. Will be used in the event's promotional material

Category (*)
RomHack 2018 theme is: "Attack & Defense Strategies in a teaming perspective focused on real scenarios"

Description (*)
Provide a thorough description

Are you presenting this speech for the first time? (*)

If not, provide further information
Insert event details along with information about your speech (add any media link if possible) and the provided talk
material

What is your target audience and what does the speech want to communicate? (*)

Upload File
Feel free to attach more documentation about the proposed speech to the email

Attack

Defense

Yes

No



>  Speakers personal information

Name, Surname, Nickname (optional) (*)

Email (*)

Mobile (*)
Format: 0039xxxx

Bio (*)
About you…

Is this your first experience as a speaker at a security event? (*)

If not, can you provide details?
Insert event details along with information about your speech (add any media link if possible)

Social accounts, websites, projects you participate and other informations of interest.
Twitter, linkedin, github, personal websites etc

Yes

No



Will you be the only speaker presenting? (*)

If not, provide other speakers' details
Name, Surname, social accounts etc

Travelling
The place you travel from to reach Rome

Will you attend the friday dinner? (*)
Friday 21th of September Cyber Saiyan organizes the pre-event dinner

Yes

No

Yes

No
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